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Number of students participating in this project:  undergraduates, graduate students, 
degrees conferred.  1 graduate student 

 

Lessons Learned from this project. 
 
At the time of its construction in 1936 (reconstruction of an earlier road alignment), the North 
Entrance Road was a well-engineered modern road, conforming to highway standards of the 
time and constructed with a sensitivity to the park environment.  It was constructed with little 
encroachment in to the Gardner River and laid relatively lightly on the land by using a curvilinear 
alignment to follow the ground contours and minimize cuts and fills.  Highway engineering at the 
time tended to build over-steepened cut slopes and did not have a high emphasis on preventing 
rockfall.  The culvert designs recognized a need to accommodate rocks clogging the ditches, 
but the culverts aren’t sized large enough to accommodate larger events like debris flows.  
There were landslides in the first few years after construction and it is likely that most of there 
were related to the over-steepened cut slopes.  Landslides in the cut slopes are not common 
today  --the big challenges today are rockfall and debris flows. 
 
Gardner Canyon spent the last 15,000 years since the glaciers trying to reach equilibrium 
between the slopes, the river, and the landslides across the river.  It is safe to say that that 
balance was not achieved by nature before the highways construction.  The road construction 
set back this process a bit and increased erosion in some of the most problematic areas evident 
today.  This erosion undercuts the cliffs, causing rockfall, and feeds the channels with sediment 
with sediment where debris flows occur.  Drainage channels tend to stabilize when they are 
allowed to build up material at their toe, but this can’t be allowed to occur on the road bench, 
and the debris is removed.  This tends to keep the drainages actively eroding upslope.  It is 
impossible to tell how much of the challenges along this alignment are the result of the road and 
how much would be happening if no road was there.  In the end it is irrelevant, the road needs 
to serve its purpose to provide safe access to its users.  The report looks at questions about 
what can or should be done to improve access.  Should the road be relocated?  Can it be fixed 
where it is? 
 
There are several approaches:  one is to look at alternates routes within the Gardner canyon –
ways to adjust the alignment to move it to more stable locations in the canyon.  Another is to 
look at alternative alignments outside the Canyon.  Recognizing that any significant relocation 
alignment will require at least five years of study and design before construction can begin to be 
implemented, actions have to be taken to maintain the road for use until the new alignment 
would be available.  What needs to be done; and are there ways to pick smaller pieces and 
work on them over a longer time to generally improve access and safety?  These fall into short 
term and long term actions.  The report first considers alternatives to the existing alignment, 
then provides recommendations for maintaining and moving toward improving the road on the 
current alignment.  The report also discusses additional studies that can be conducted to further 
the park’s knowledge and ability to plan for the future.  Additional studies suggested for phase 2 
include looking at scour; debris flow zones; alternate alignments; the Gardner High Road; 
rockfall hazard assessment; and stabilization of the shale cliffs. 


